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Abstract
The recent advancement in digital image processing software has seen a surge in image super-resolution algorithms aimed at
several applications. The research paper, propose wavelet coefficients augmentation and average segmentation based image
super-resolution. The different kinds of images are considered and resized to uniform size. The Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) is applied to obtain four bands with each band size of 83x152. The Low Resolution (LR) images are obtained by
combining four bands and divide each coefficient by two to test the method. The High Resolution (HR) images are obtained by
inflating one coefficient into 2x2 coefficients from LR images. The 3x3 overlapped segmentation is done on HR matrix and
average value of each 3x3 matrix is computed and replace 3x3 matrix by average value. The guided filter to enhance the
superiority of image is used by sharpening image. The LL band coefficients of original image is padded with zeros to obtain
matrix size of 166x304 and use IDWT to get back image. The guided filter image and IDWT images are combined in fusion 2
by taking average value to obtain Super Resolution (SR) image. It is noticed that the performance of the projected technique is
improved compared to current approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image resolution represent the details in an image, as resolution increases image details also increases. The resolution
of digital image is the complete quantity of pixels with the set of two positive integer numbers in which the first integer
represents pixel columns i.e., width, and the second integer represents pixel rows i.e., height. Resolution example is say
100x100 pixel image is printed in a 2 inch square has a resolution of 50 Pixels Per Inch (PPI). The calculation of PPI is
as follows, let wp be the width resolution in pixels, hp be the height resolution in pixels, w is the width size in inches. h
is the height size in inches and d be the diagonal size in inches is computed using Equation 1. The resolution of an
image is calculated using Equation 2.
=
Resolution =

=

= 2.8284
=

(1)
= 50 PPI

(2)

The resolution is the number of pixels per inch (PPI) i.e., 50 PPI it is low resolution. If the resolution is to be increased,
then 100x100 pixel is printed in a 1inch square which has a resolution of 100 PPI which is high resolution compared to
50 PPI and the calculations of 100 PPI are given in equations 3-4.
=
= 1.4142
(3)
= 100 PPI

(4)

The quality of digital image is improved as resolution increases. The very high resolution images provide the spectator
a more attractive image and also provide extra details, which are significant for many image processing applications.
The Image Super Resolution (ISR) is the process of enhancing the details of low and high resolution images by
upscaling. The first SR technique was proposed by Tsai and Huang [1] in the year 1984.The recent hardware approach
to obtain SR images primarily trusts on sensor manufacturing machinery that attempts to increase the quantity of pixels
per unit area leads to costly for wide viable applications [2]. Therefore, SR software method has established a great
arrangement of attention in recent days based on computational, mathematical, and statistical techniques.
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SR algorithms are classified mainly on the domain employed such as spatial domain, the transform domains [3] and
Hybrid domains. The spatial domain techniques include Principal Component Analysis [4], Independent Component
Analysis [5], Morphological Component Analysis [6], statistical measures etc. The transform domain techniques for
super resolution include Fast Fourier Transform [7], Discrete Cosine Transform [8], Stationary Wavelet Transform
(SWT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [9], Dual Tree Complex Wavelet transform (DTCWT) [10] etc. The
hybrid domain super resolution is the combination of two types of techniques [11]. The SR technique is used in several
applications [12] such as satellite image processing, Medical Image Processing, microscopic image processing,
Multimedia Industry, Astronomical Data Analysis, automotive industry, real time image processing, robotics, scanning,
surveillance, military, text image analysis, biometrics, and in forensics.
Contribution: The SR technique used in image processing application to improve the visibility for better understanding
of images. The research contributions is as follows
(i) The LR image is converted into HR image by converting each DWT coefficient by 2x2 coefficient matrix repeating
with the same values.
(ii) The HR image is segmented into 3x3 matrix and average is computed on each 3x3 matrix, which is replaced by
corresponding average value.
(iii) The Guided filter used to enhance image quality.
(iv) The fusion of IDWT on LL band and output of Guided filter results in high quality SR image.
This research paper planned as follows; the section 2 delivers the literature study of face recognition. Section 3 provides
the background of DWT and guided filter. The projected technique is specified in Section 4. The projected algorithm is
given in section 5. Section 6 delivers the investigational results. Conclusion and future work of the research is given in
Section 7.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The literature study on the super resolution, based on spatial and transform domains are described in this section to
understand and find the research gaps in the super resolution. Weiguo Yang et al., [13] presented an image super
resolution algorithm based on morphological component analysis (MCA) and dictionary learning. The MCA is
employed to split an image into the texture and the structure parts. The dictionary is trained by the texture part. The
texture part is reconstructed based on sparse depiction, while the bicubic interpolation for the structure part. Hasan
Demirel and Gholamreza Anbarjafari [14] projected a SR technique using DWT to obtain high frequency sub bands
and are interpolated to acquire high-resolution image. The stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is used to enhance the
edges. Deeba et al., [15] proposed super-resolution of a single image based on wavelet deep neural network model. The
SWT is used in place of DWT due to its upscaling property. Shivagunde and Biswas [16] proposed improved
interpolation method for procurement of HR image. The interpolated LR patch and corresponding HR patch pixel
values using multilayer perceptron (MLP) and DWT for generating eccentric HR. Anand Deshpande and Prashant P
Patavardhan [17] presented a review research paper to discover the dissimilar image SR algorithms to improve the LR
images to HR images. The author explained different techniques of SR and their applications in detail. Zhang et al.,
[18] proposed Rational Fractal Interpolation based Single-Image SR. Created a bivariate rational fractal interpolation
model and explored its analytical properties by combining the rational interpolation and fractal interpolation. Nakahara
et al., [19] proposed a learning-based technique for single image SR with the trivial number of filters. The technique
requires alteration of geo-metric flip and rotation addition for hash calculation. Meera D Doshi et al., [20] presented
DWT based image SR using learning with zooming approach. The LR image is improved by learning features of HR
images. The method used four neighborhoods pixels evaluation and engage DWT to apprehension thorough
information from training dataset and to study high frequency coefficients of HR exercise images. C Lien et al., [21]
proposed a learning-based SR method with wavelet coefficients prediction to reconstruct the HR images. Dhara and Sen
[22] presented a SR method of interpolation done approximation of high frequency components by manipulating the
resemblance in the procedure of wavelet decomposition of an image. The disintegrations deliberated are attained by
appropriately combining of DWT and Stationary Wavelet Transforms (SWT).

3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform
It converts spatial domain into frequency domain [23] to obtain low and high frequency coefficients using Low Pass
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Filter (LPF) and High Pass Filter (HPF) with a decimation by 2.
.

Figure 1 One level decomposition of DWT
One level decomposition of DWT is as shown in Figure 1. The original image is connected through LPF & LPF to
obtain low frequency coefficients represented by LL subband, which has signification information of original image.
The original image is coupled through LPF & HPF to obtain high frequency coefficients represented by LH subband,
which has insignificant information of original image related to horizontal edge details. The original image is linked
through HPF & LPF to obtain high frequency coefficients represented by HL subband, which has insignificant
information of original image related to vertical edge details. The original image is coupled through HPF & HPF to
obtain high frequency coefficients represented by HH subband, which has insignificant information of original image
related to diagonal edge details. The coefficients of LL, LH, HL and HH are obtained based on equations 5- 8 for the
image matrix of size 2X2.

4

(5)
5
(6)
(7)
6
(8)

Where a, b, c and d are the coefficients of 2X2 matrix
3.2 Guided filter: The technique of image sharpening is edge highlighting and satisfactory details in an image by
filtering out noise or texture. It is one of the fastest edge-preserving filters, resultant from a local linear model, that
generate the output by seeing the content of a guidance image, which is the actual input image itself or additional
dissimilar image [24]. The guided filter is an edge-preserving flattening operator similar to the standard bilateral filter
[25]. The guided filter has improved performances near edges since bilateral filters sometimes have unwanted gradient
reversal artifacts and cause image distortion. The guided filter has generic thought outside smoothing and also can
relocation the structures of the guidance image to the filtering output. The guided filter is fast and non-approximated
linear time filter, and computational complication is independent of the filtering kernel size and the intensity range.
4.

Projected Technique:
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In this section, an efficient Wavelet Coefficients Augmentation based Image Super Resolution is proposed, which
includes fusion of four-sub band, inflate number of pixels, segmentation and fusion of Guided filter output with LL
band coefficients as shown in Figure 1.
4.1 Low Resolution Images:
The reference images of any kind and sizes are considered to test our method. The greyscale images are obtained from
the color images and resized to a uniform size 166x304. The DWT is applied on the reference image to obtain low and
high frequency coefficient sub-bands say LL, LH, HL and HH. Each sub-band of dimensions 83x152. The four subband coefficients are combined in fusion 1 by adding corresponding coefficients of four sub-bands and each resultant
coefficient is divided by 2. The fusion 1 results in LR image by retaining low and high frequency coefficients with a
dimension of 83x152. The demonstration of LR Image formation is as shown in Figure 2.

Flow chart 1: Proposed SR Model
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Figure 2 Demonstration of Low Resolution Image formation

Figure 3 Conversion of LR to HR image by coefficient inflate
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4.2 Segmentation:
The HR image of size 166x304 is segmented into overlapped 3x3 blocks. The average value of 3x3 coefficient matrix is
computed and the 3x3 matrix is replaced by average value as shown in figure 4. The 5x5 matrix has 3x3 average value
matrix similarly the average value matrix dimension 164x302 is obtained for original HR matrix dimension of
166x304. The average matrix dimension 164x302 is converted into 166x304 by repeating first row and last row as well
as first column and last column as shown in figure 5. The advantage of average matrix is the coefficient values are
distributed uniformly throughout the image. The intensity variation reduces between pixels leads to decrease noise in
images result in improvement in resolution.
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Figure 4 Segmentation and coefficients average value
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4.3 Guided Filter:
It is used for image smoothing, visual enhancement and joint up-sampling. It is a linear transform of guidance image
locally for filtering and has better edge-preserving smoothing properties with computing time is independent of the
filter size [26]. The two images of the same scene are considered with a flash and the other without flash for
understanding the concept of guided filter. The image without flash is noisy due to the low light condition is taken as
input image. The image with flash is taken as the guidance image to reduce noise in the input image. The input image
is converted into output image without noise on comparing input and guidance image based on the statistics of a region
in the corresponding neighborhood in the guidance image while computing the coefficients of output image [27, 28].
The output of guided filter is as shown in Figure 6, which is enhanced image quality.

Figure 6. The guided filter output sharper image
4.4 Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT)
The LL band of original reference image of dimension 83x152 is considered. The zero padding concept is used to
create LH, HL and HH bands with zero value coefficients in all three bands. The IDWT is applied on LL, LH, HL and
HH bands to obtain an image of dimension 166x304.
4.5 Super Resolution Image:
In fusion 2, the images of it IDWT and the output image of guided filter are combined by considering average question
values. The output of fusion 2 is the SR image of dimension 166x304 as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7 Fusion 2 output Super Resolution image
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5 Proposed Algorithm:
Problem Definition: The novel image super-resolution based on DWT, inflate coefficients and segmentation used to
enhance performance of the proposed model.
Objectives: The proposed model is developed to increase resolution in images for variety of applications with the
following purposes:
(i) to reduce noise in an image
(ii) to increase PSNR and SSIM values
The algorithm of projected method tested with large number of variety images to enhance performance is as follows:
Input: Low Resolution Images
Output: Super Resolution Images
1. The reference images with different dimensions are considered and resized to uniform size of 166x304
2. The DWT is used on reference images to acquire four bands with size of 83x152
3. The four banks are fused by addition of corresponding coefficients and the resultant each coefficient is divided by 2
to obtain LR image of size 83x152
4. That HR images are formed from LR images by inflating 1 coefficient into 2x2 coefficients resulted in HR image of
size 166x304.
5. The 3x3 overlapped segmentation is done and average value of 3x3 is computed to replace 3x3 matrix.
6. The segmentation and average value concept on HR image results in better HR image of size 164x302.
7. The first and last rows and first and last columns are repeated on boundaries to make an image size of 166x304.
8. The guided filter is used to reduce noise in HR images to enhance image quality.
9. The LL band of reference image of size 83x152 is considered and zeros are added to increase the size into 166x304.
10. The IDWT is applied to get back the image of size 166x304.
11. The output of IDWT and guided filter are combined in fusion 2 by computing average value to obtain super
resolution image.
6. Performance Analysis:
The definitions of performance parameters, experimental results and comparison results with existing methods are
discussed in this section.
6.1 Definitions of result parameters: - The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index
(SSIM) definitions are given as follows.
(i) PSNR: It is the ratio between a signal's maximum power and the power of the signal's noise. The mathematical
representation of the PSNR is given in equation 9.

(9)
Where
MSE is Mean Squared Error
MAXf is the maximum intensity value =255
(ii) SSIM: It is the measuring of image quality and the similarity between two images using brightness, contrast, and
structure. It is dependent on local means, standard deviations, and cross-covariance for images. The values ranges
between 0 to 1 and the maximum value better the quality of an image [29]. SSIM is added reliable with human’s image
superiority calculation compared to the PSNR measures
6.2 Experimental result investigation of projected technique:
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The model is tested with images such as buildings, fossil and other as shown in Figure 8. The metrics viz., PSNR and
SSIM are used to test the superiority of the model. The Performance result parameter values are dependent on
categories of images. The PSNR and SSIM for dissimilar categories of building images are given in Table 1. The PSNR
values varies between 25.7777 and 28.0269 based on images. The SSIM values varies between 0.7851 and 0.8610. The
PSNR and SSIM for dissimilar categories of fossil images are given in Table 2. The PSNR values varies between
21.6291and 34.1496 based on images. The SSIM values varies between 0.7368 and 0.9491. It is observed that the
values of PSNR and SSIM are high in the case of fossil images when compared to building images, as the fossil images
are clearly visible.

(a) Building Images

(b) Fossil Images
Figure 8 Reference Images
Table1: Performance parameter values for Building Images
Sl LR Images
No.

SR Images

PSNR(db)

SSIM

26.8608

0.8134

26.1693

0.8206

1

2

3
25.7777
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4

27.8214

0.8184

5

28.0269

0.7851

Table 2: Performance parameter values for Fossil Images

Sl. No.

LR Images

SR Images

PSNR
(db)

SSIM

23.9256

0.7586

23.4922

0.7368

21.6291

0.7462

1

2

3

34.1496
0.9491
4
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0.7985

5

6.3 Proposed method comparison with current techniques:
The proposed method is compared with the current techniques using images such as Leena and Mandrill with the
performance parameter PSNR as shown in Table 3 and Table 4. The values of PSNR of proposed method is compared
with the current techniques presented by W. Chunli et al., [30] and Y. Gong et al., [31] using Leena image and
witnessed that the performance of our method is better on comparisons. The values of PSNR of proposed method is
compared with the existing methods presented by Marija Vella and João F. C. Mota [32] Wenzhe Shi et al., [33] using
Mandrill image and witnessed that the performance of our method is better on comparisons.

Sl.
No.

Table 3: Sample Images of Leena and Mandrill with PSNR
LR Images
SR Images
PSNR (db)

Leena

Leena

1
30.6996

Mandrill

Mandrill

2
29.3594

Table 4: The result of proposed method comparison with existing methods
Images
Lena

Mandrill

Authors
W. Chunli et al., [30]
Y. Gong et al., [31]
Proposed Method
Marija Vella and João F. C. Mota [32]
Wenzhe Shi et al., [33]
Proposed Method

PSNR (db)
26.3786
29.2142
30.6996
22.91
23.72
29.3594

7. Conclusion:
The image SR guarantee better understanding performance in recent image processing applications. In this paper, we
projected wavelet coefficients augmentation and average segmentation based image SR. The DWT is used on images to
decompose into four bands. The four bands are fused by addition and division by two to form LR image to test the
algorithm. The LR image is converted into HR images by replacing one coefficient by four coefficients of similar
values. The quality of HR image is further improve by segmenting image into 3x3 overlapped matrix. The average
value is computed on each 3x3 and replaced 3x3 matrix by its average value. The LL band of original image is padded
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with zeros for the use of IDWT to obtain an image. The guided filter output and IDWT images are fused to generate SR
image. It is realized that the results of projected model is superior based on results obtained. In future, the deep learning
techniques can be used to improve further experimental results.
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